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The friction clutch design is strongly dependent upon the frictional heat
generated between contact surfaces during the slipping at beginning of
engagement. Because of that the frictional heat generated firstly will
reduce the performance of clutch system and then will lead to premature
failure in some cases. Finite element method was used to investigate an
effect of thermal load type on the temperature field of the clutch system.
Two-dimensional axisymmetric model was used to study the temperature
distribution for the clutch system (pressure plate, clutch disc and flywheel)
during heating phase (slipping period) and in the cooling phase (full
engagement period). Depending on basic friction clutch design two types
of thermal loads were applied; load type A (uniform pressure) and load
type B (uniform wear). Repeated engagements made at regular interval
were considered in this work. ANSYS13 has been used to perform the
numerical calculation in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Automotive clutches and brakes are frequently
subjected to high thermal loads, and this load
will occur as a result of slipping between contact
surfaces. The surface temperatures may cause
serious disadvantages such as thermal cracks
and permanent deformation, and these
conditions will lead to premature failure for the
sliding systems in some cases.
Al-Shabibi and Barber [1] investigated
alternative method to solve the thermoelastic
contact problem with frictional heat generation.
Two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element
model built to study the temperature field and
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pressure distribution of two sliding disks.
Constant and varying speeds were considered in
this analysis. The results show that the initial
temperature is shown to be crucial since it
represents the particular solution, which can
have quite irregular form, this situation
especially true when the system operates above
the critical speed.
Ivanović et al. [2] presented a pragmatic semiphysical approach to modeling the thermal
dynamic behaviour of wet clutch. The thermal
energy balance was considered the base to
investigate the heat transfer mechanisms in the
separator plate. The coefficient of friction
behaviour and thermal dynamics are considered
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the most important parameters which effect on
the wet clutch dynamics response. Moreover, the
effect of coefficient of friction on the clutch slips
speed, applied force and friction surface
temperatures have been studied. The results of
the dynamic thermal model were experimentally
validated.
Zagrodzki [3] studied the frictional heating in
the sliding systems and the effect of sliding
speed on the stability of the system when the
sliding speed exceeds the critical value. Finite
element model used to investigate the transient
thermo elastic process, spatial discretization and
modal superposition is presented. Constant
sliding speed was performed in this analysis.
The transient salutation includes both of
homogenous part (corresponding to the initial
condition) and non-homogenous part (represent
the background process). The results show that
the important parameters which contributors in
the background process are the nominal process
equivalent to uniform pressure distribution in
isothermal case and the other is the pressure
variation caused by geometric imperfection or
by design features.
Jang and Khonsari [4] presented new developed
model to predicting the rate of growth of
instability in a conductor-insulator system in the
presence of a liquid lubricant and found a
relation between the wave speed and the
configurations of hot spots. The analysis
includes term for roughness of surface and is
capable of treating bodies of finite thickness
with or without lubrication. The results show
that the shape of hot spots is more likely to be
circular with an appreciable penetration depth
when the wave speed is small, and the hot spots
is elongated when the wave speed is much
slower than the operating speed
Zhang et al. [5] developed new model for wet
clutches in hydrodynamic machineries to
computes the thermal behaviour with high
accuracy. Matlab/Simulink was used to build the
model and find the temperature field during
engagement. The shift schedule, piston pressure
and relative velocity parameters considered in
this simulink model. Two-dimensional heat
conduction model was used to calculate the
temperature distribution along the axial
direction and radial direction on the sliding
interface between contact surfaces. The results

have shown a good agreement with the
experimental work.
Seo et al. [6] suggested thermal model to
estimate the temperature distribution for wet
clutch in 4WD coupling to avoid thermal failure
for clutch plate during operating condition of
vehicle. The results of this model are validated
experimental of actual 4WD vehicle under
limitation of torque 900 [N.m]. The theoretical
results have shown a good agreement with the
experimental results.
Czél et al. [7] used finite element method for dry
ceramic clutch disk to find the thermal
behaviour and comparison with experimental
measurement results. The heat partition factor
and heat convection coefficient were assumed to
be changing in time and space. A distributed
heat source was applied for modeling heat
generation. The thermal results have shown a
good
agreement
with
the
measured
temperature.
This paper presents the full details of
temperature distribution for dry friction system
(flywheel, clutch disc and pressure plate) during
repeated engagements. The finite element
method used to compute the temperature field
for clutch disc under different pressure
distributions.
Two
types
of
pressure
distributions were applied between contact
surfaces uniform pressure and the linear
pressure with disc radius (maximum at inner
radius and minimum at outer radius) based on
theory of clutch design. The effect of convection
is considered in both cases.

2. FRICTIONAL HEAT GENERATED BETWEEN
CONTACT SURFACES
The friction clutch system consists of pressure
plate, clutch disc and flywheel as shown in Fig. 1
and when the clutch start to engagement the
slipping will occurs between contact surfaces
due to the difference in the velocities between
their. A high amount of the kinetic energy
converted into heat energy at interfaces
according to the first low of thermodynamics.
The heat generated between contact surfaces
will dissipate by the conduction between friction
clutch components and by convection to
environment. It can represent the friction clutch
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system (without grooves) with two-dimensional
axisymmetric model due to the symmetry.

∂T
∂  ∂T  K ∂T ∂  ∂T 
+  K  = ρ c ; t > 0 (5)
K  +
∂r  ∂r  r ∂r ∂r  ∂z 
∂t

In this work, it was assumed that the thermal
properties of materials are isotropic and
independent of temperature. The actual contact
area is equal to the nominal contact area. Two
types of pressure distribution are applied
between contact surfaces, the uniform pressure
(load tape A) and the linear pressure
distribution (load type B) according to the basic
design theory of the friction clutch. Assuming
that the total friction energy is converted into
heat, the total heat generated during the slipping
is given as follows [8],

Where: r is the radial coordinate, z is the axial
coordinate, K is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the
density and c is the specific heat. There are two
methods used to calculate the temperature field
in the automotive clutches and brakes are:

Qt ( r , t ) = Q gen . f + Q gen .c =
Q gen . p + Q gen .c = µ p V s ; 0 ≤ t ≤ t s

(1)

1. Using a heat partition ratio to compute the
heat generated for each part individually [9].
2. Apply the total heat generated for whole
model by using the contact model [10].
The contact model's approach is used in this
work, and assumes perfect thermal contact
between contact surfaces or in the other word
the surface temperatures are equal in the
interface for both bodies.

Where, Qgen.f, Qgen.c, Qgen.p and Vs (Vs=ωs r) are the
heat generated on the flywheel, heat generated
on the clutch disc, heat generated on the
pressure plate and the sliding velocity and ωs is
the sliding angular velocity (rad/sec)
respectively. Assuming that the sliding angular
velocity decreases linearly with time as,

Flywheel

Clutch disc

Pressure plate

t
ω s (t ) = ωo (1 − ),
ts

0 ≤ t ≤ ts

(2)

Where ωo is the initial sliding angular velocity
when the clutch starts to slip (t=0). The total
heat generated between contact surfaces when
assume the pressure distribution on contact
surfaces is uniform (load A) at any time of
slipping is (Fig. 2),

t
Qt .u ( r , t ) = µ p r ω o (1 − ); 0 ≤ t ≤ t s
ts

t
); 0 ≤ t ≤ t s
ts

z

Qgen.c
The frictional lining

(3)

(4)

Where C = pmax. ri. The heat conduction equation
for an axisymmetric problem in the cylindrical
coordinate (r, z) used to obtained temperature
distributions with time for the friction clutch
system,
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Flywheel
Qgen.f
r

And the total heat generated between contact
surfaces when assume the pressure distribution
on contact surfaces is linear with disc radius
(load B) at any time of slipping is (Fig. 3),

Qt .l (t ) = µ C ω o (1 −

Fig. 1. The friction clutch elements.

Qgen.c

Axial cushion

Qgen.p
Pressure
plate

Fig. 2. The Contact model for clutch system (Uniform
pressure/ load A).

Flywheel
Qgen.f
z
r

The frictional lining

Qgen.c
Qgen.c

Qgen.p
Pressure
plate

Axial cushion

Fig. 3. The Contact model for clutch system (Uniform
wear/ load B).
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3. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

400

Temperature [K]

Transient condition involved time dependent
function of the heat transfer analysis. During the
transient condition, the temperature change in a
unit volume of material is resisted by thermal
mass that depends on the mass density ρ of the
material and its specific heat c. The finite
element formulation can be expressed as [11],

No. of elements= 69
No. of elements= 205
No. of elements= 1550
No. of elements= 6488
No. of elements= 7320

380

360

340

•

[C ]{T } + [ K ]{T } = {F }

(6)
320

Where, [C] is the specific heat matrix, [K] the
conductivity matrix, {T} the vector of nodal
temperatures, {Ṫ} is the derivative of
temperature with time (∂TP /∂t), and {F} the
applied heat flows. The axisymmetric finite
element model of the friction clutch system with
boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 4. In this
paper ANSYS software was used to investigate
transient thermal response behavior for dry
friction clutch. Four-noded thermal element
(PLANE55) was used in this analysis. A mesh
sensitivity study was done to choose the
optimum mesh from computational accuracy
point of view (Fig. 5). The Crank-Nicolson
method was selected as an unconditionally
stable scheme. In all computations for the
friction clutch model, it has been assumed a
homogeneous and isotropic material and all
parameters and materials properties are listed
in Table 1. The heat transfer coefficient has
been taken as 40.89 W/m2 K [12] and is
assumed to be constant over all exposed
surfaces, and the slipping time is 0.4 s for all
engagements.

300

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Fig. 5. Variation of maximum temperature with time
for different No. of elements.
Table 1. The model parameters and material
properties.
Parameters

Flywheel

z
r

Clutch disc

Pressure plate

h

h

h

h

Qgen.p+ Qgen.c

Fig. 4. FE models with the boundary conditions. (No.
of elements = 6488).

Values

Inner radius of friction material & axial cushion , ri
[m]

0.06298

Outer radius of friction material & axial cushion , ro
[m]

0.08721

Thickness of friction material [m]

0.003

Thickness of the axial cushion [m]

0.0015

Inner radius of pressure plate [m]

0.05814

Outer radius of pressure plate [m]

0.09205

Thickness of the pressure plate [m]

0.00969

Inner radius of flywheel [m]

0.04845

Outer radius of flywheel [m]

0.0969

Thickness of the flywheel [m]

0.01938

Maximum pressure, pmax. [MPa]
Coefficient of friction, μ
Number of friction surfaces

Qgen.f+ Qgen.c

0.2

Time [s]

1
0.3
2

Torque [Nm]

432

Maximum angular slipping speed, ωo (rad/sec)

200

Conductivity for friction material, (W/mK)

0.6

Conductivity for pressure plate & flywheel, Kp & Kf
(W/mK)

42

Density for friction material, (kg/m3)

1570

Density for pressure plate, flywheel & axial
coushion, (kg/m3)

7800

Specific heat for friction material, (J/kg K)

534

Specific heat for pressure plate, flywheel & axial
coushion, (J/kg K)

450

Intial temperature, Ti [K]
Time step, Δt (s)
Number of engagemants, n

300
0.001
10
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the practical application the friction clutch
makes repeated engagements, and the
temperature fields (especially the maximum
temperature) during these engagements are
consider essential for designer. The temperature
distributions were computed during 10 repeated
engagements at regular interval (5 S) for the
same energy dissipation. Two types of load are
considered in this work, load type (A) when
assume the pressure is uniform between contact
surfaces and load type (B) when assume the rate
of wear is uniform.
The approach of present work was compared
with the numerical results of Ref. [13] to find the
maximum temperature (Tmax.) at inner and outer
radius of friction clutch. Table 3 shows the
current results with numerical results of [13],
and the values of percentage difference with
numerical results. In this table, the maximum
difference not exceeds (1 %). The data for the
verification case are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The parameters and material properties for
verification case [13].
Properties

Dimensional
parameters

Friction material
properties
interior diameter,
D1=252 mm,
external diameter,
D2=386mm;
thickness, t2=5 mm

Steel
properties
thickness
t1=10mm
t3=5mm

Modulus of elasticity
(MPa)

70

70 2×105

Thermal conductivity
(W/mK)

0.25

48

Specific heat capacity
(J/kg K)

1337.6

480

1300

7800

Density, (kg/m3)

Table 3. The values of maximum temperature at
inner and outer radius.
Tmax. at ri [K]

Tmax. at ro [K]

Present work

533.3

639.5

Ref. [13]

536.4

642.6

% Difference

0.57

0.48

The temperature distributions of clutch
elements for both cases (load A & B) during
repeated engagements are shown in Fig. (6).
From this figure, it can be seen that the values of
maximum temperatures when applied load (A)
210

are greater than the values of maximum
temperature when applied load (B) during all
engagements and under the same conditions.
The maximum temperatures when applied load
(A) are located near the outer radius (ro) and the
temperatures when applied load (B) are
distributed uniformly in most contact area. The
temperature decreases in regions which located
at inner and outer radius of clutch disc because
of the effect of convection on these regions.
Figures 7 and 8 show the temperature
distributions in different time (0.2, 11 & 48.8 s)
over cross-section of friction clutch elements at
ri when applied loads A & B. It can be seen for
both figures that the temperatures at pressure
plate and flywheel interfaces are equal
approximately in the first engagement (the
difference between them less than 0.5 %) but
after the first engagement the temperatures of
pressure plate interface are greater than the
temperatures at flywheel interface; this results
because of low thermal capacity of pressure
plate compared with the flywheel, and this
situation will lead to the temperature of
pressure plate increases rapidly and reaches to
high values with short time. Also, it’s clear that
the values of temperatures when applied load
(B) are greater than the values of temperature
when applied load (A) during all engagements.
The maximum values of temperature change
from (342.6 K & 350.5 K) during the first
engagement to the (470.1 K & 480 K) during the
tenth engagement corresponding to load A and
load B respectively.
Figures 9 and 10 present the temperature
distributions over cross-section of friction clutch
elements at mean disc radius (rm) for different
time (0.2, 11 & 48.8 s) when applied load A & B.
It can be seen from these figures that the values
of temperatures when applied load (A) are
approximately equal to the values of
temperature when applied load (B) at any time
(the difference between them less than 0.5 %).
The maximum values of temperature change
from 398 K during the first engagement to the
528 K during the tenth engagement for both
cases (A &B).
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(a) n=1 (t=0.2 s) /load A

(c) n=3 (t=11 s) /load A

(e) n=6 (t=27.2 s) /load A

(g) n=10 (t=48.8 s) /load A

(b) n.=1 (t=0.2 s) /load B

(d) n=3 (t=11 s) /load B

(f) n=6 (t=27.2 s) /load B

(h) n=10 (t=48.8 s) /load B

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution of the friction clutch elements at different number of engagement.
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Flywheel

420

temperature when applied load (B) during all
engagements. The maximum values of temperature
change from (356.7 K & 349.7 K) during the first
engagement to the (486.1 K & 477.5 K) during the
tenth engagement corresponding to the load A and
load B respectively.
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z [m]

Fig. 7. Temperature of distribution in cross-section at
ri of friction clutch elements (load A).

Temperature [K]
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Flywheel

510

Clutch disc
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330

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Pressure plate

Temperature [K]

450

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Clutch disc

Pressure plate

480

450
420
390

420

300

0

0.005
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0.015
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0.025

0.03

0.035
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Fig. 10 Temperature of distribution in the crosssection at rm of friction clutch elements (load B).
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450

300

0

0.005
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0.03

0.035

z [m]

Fig. 8. Temperature of distribution in cross-section at
ri of friction clutch elements (load B).

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Flywheel

480

Clutch disc

360

Pressure plate

390

Temperature [K]

Temperature [K]

450

330

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Flywheel

480

Clutch disc

Pressure plate

360

420

390

360
540
n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Clutch disc

300

Flywheel

480
450

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035

z [m]

Fig. 11. Temperature of distribution in the crosssection at ro of friction clutch elements (load A).
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Fig. 9. Temperature of distribution in the crosssection at rm of friction clutch elements (load A).

Temperature [K]

330

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

Flywheel

480
360

Clutch disc

Pressure plate

Temperature [K]

330

Pressure plate

510

420

390

360

The temperature distributions over cross-section of
friction clutch elements at ro for different time (0.2,
11 & 48.8 s) are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for both
types of load (A & B). It can be seen from these
figures that the values of temperatures when
applied load (A) are greater than the values of
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Fig. 12. Temperature of distribution in the crosssection at ro of friction clutch elements (load B).
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480

the clutch disc at different time are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16. These figures have the same
behaviors with Figs. 13 and 14 but the range of
the values of temperature are higher for both
types of load, these results because of the lower
thermal capacity of pressure plate compared
with the flywheel. The maximum values of
temperature change from (407.5 K & 398.6 K)
during the first engagement to the (537.09 K &
528.7 K) during the tenth engagement
corresponding to load A and load B respectively.
540
510
480

Temperature [K]

Figs. 13 and 14 demonstrate the temperature
distributions with disc radius at contact region
between flywheel and clutch disc at different
engagements for load types A & B. It can be seen
from these figures, that the values of
temperatures when applied load (A) are greater
than the values of temperatures when applied
load (B) during all engagements. The maximum
temperature when applied load (A) is located at
r = 0.95 ro, also it can be seen when applies load
(B) that the temperatures are uniformly
distributed except the regions near the inner
and outer radius due to the effect of convection.
The maximum values of temperature change
from (407.5 K & 398.6 K) during the first
engagement to the (463.8 K & 456.1 K) during
the tenth engagement corresponding to load A
and load B respectively.

450
420
390
360

450

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=6 (t=27.2 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

420

300

0.07

0.065

0.07

0.075

0.08

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=6 (t=27.2 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

540

0.085

480

r [m]

Fig. 13. Temperature of distribution with disc radius
(flywheel/ clutch disc- load A).

450

0.085

510

450
420
390
360
n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=6 (t=27.2 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

330

420

300

390

0.065

0.07

0.075

0.08

0.085

r [m]

Fig. 16. Temperature of distribution with disc radius
(pressure plate/ clutch disc- load B).

360

n=1 (t=0.2 s)
n=3 (t=11 s)
n=6 (t=27.2 s)
n=10 (t=48.8 s)

330

300

0.08

Fig. 15. Temperature of distribution with disc radius
(pressure plate/ clutch disc- load A).
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330

Temperature [K]

0.065

390

Temperature [K]

Temperature [K]

330

0.065

0.07

0.075

0.08

0.085
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Fig. 14. Temperature of distribution with disc radius
(flywheel/ clutch disc- load B).

The temperature distributions with disc radius
at contact region between the pressure plate and

Figures 17 and 18 show the variation of
temperature with time during 10 engagements
at three locations of the contact area between
the flywheel and clutch disc (ri, rm and ro) when
applied loads A and B. During all engagements, it
can be observed that the differences between
the maximum temperatures of both cases (A &
B) are very small (less than 1 K). The maximum
temperatures reached after 10 engagements are
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455.2 K and 456.1 K corresponding to the load
(A) and load (B) respectively.

540
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480

Temperature [K]

450

Temperature [K]

480
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420

390
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360
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Time [s]
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24
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36

42

48

54

Fig. 20. The variation of temperature with time
(Pressure plate/ clutch disc-load B).

Time [s]

Fig. 17. The variation of temperature with time
(Flywheel/ clutch disc-load A).
ri
rm
ro

480

Temperature [K]

450

420

390

The variation of temperature during 10
engagements for different location of disc radius at
the contact area between the pressure plate and
clutch disc for loads (A & B) are shown in Figs. 19
and 20. During all engagements, it can be observed
that the same behaviour with Figs. 17 & 18 but the
range of temperatures are higher. The maximum
temperatures reached after 10 engagements are
527.6 K and 528.5 K corresponding to the load (A)
and load (B) respectively.

360

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
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Fig. 18. The variation of temperature with time
(Flywheel/ clutch disc-load B).
540

In this paper the transient thermal analysis of a
dry friction clutch system during 10 repeated
engagements based on the uniform pressure and
uniform wear theories was performed. Twodimensional axisymmetric model was built to
obtain the numerical simulation for friction
clutch elements during the slipping.
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Temperature [K]

480
450
420
390
360
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The temperature will increase rapidly when the
number of engagements increase and in some
cases the temperature exceeds the maximum
limit of temperature, this situation lead to
friction clutch failure before the expected
lifetime, therefore the study of the temperature
field of contact surfaces during repeated
engagements operation is necessary to give an
indication about the maximum temperature
during the engagements.

Time [s]

Fig. 19. The variation of temperature with time
(Pressure plate/ clutch disc-load A).
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It can be seen from results, that the values of
maximum temperature when applied load (A)
are higher than the values of temperature when
applied load (B) and the difference between
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them is approximately 8 k at any engagement,
these results because of the load (A) is function
of radius and the intensity of thermal load will
focusing near outer radius. Furthermore, it can
be noticed when applied load (B) the uniform
temperature on the contact surface because of
the thermal load is constant with radial
direction. Generally, the difference between the
maximum temperatures between cases (A & B)
depends on the disc radius ratio R (R=ri/ro),
when R is small the difference between the
maximum temperatures between two cases (A &
B) is high and when the R increases the
difference between them will decreases. The
maximum temperature for both cases occurs
approximately in the middle of slipping time for
all engagements.
The maximum temperatures occur on the
pressure plate and flywheel are approximately
equal at the first engagement but in the
subsequent
engagements
the
maximum
temperature of the pressure plate will be higher
than the maximum temperature of flywheel and
the difference between them will increase with
increases of engagement’s number. The
difference between maximum temperatures of
pressure plate and flywheel are (14.5 K, 40.3 K &
73.3 K) corresponding to the engagement
number (3, 6 & 10) respectively when applied
load type (A), and when applied load (B) the
difference between the maximum temperatures
of pressure plate and flywheel are (13.7 K, 39.6 K
& 72.5 K) corresponding to the engagement
number (3, 6 & 10) respectively, the reason for
these differences in temperatures is the low
thermal capacity of pressure plate compared with
the flywheel, and to reduce the temperatures
range of pressure plate have to increase the
thickness of pressure plate and this solution is
considered very expensive from point of view of
production. Increases the quantity of heat
transfer by convection is consider the other
solution to reduce the temperature of friction
clutch system, therefore it’s important to select
the suitable design for clutch to increase the
exposed area of the clutch (e.g grooves) to
increase the heat transfer to environment.
The sliding speed plays an important role in
determining the amount of heat generated
between contact surfaces; therefore it’s necessary
to know the maximum sliding velocity in
application, to select the suitable friction material

to withstand the high temperature which
produces by frictional heating during the slipping.
The temperature distributions of friction clutch
are considered essential first step to calculate
the amount of internal energy of the friction
clutch due to the slipping during a process of
engagement. The precise calculation for each of
the rate of wear [14-16] and the internal energy
of friction clutch will lead to Knowledge the
lifetime of friction material with high accuracy.
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